**Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation**

Master of Studies in Theology

**Brief note about nature of change**: Minor amendment to layout of regulations concerning the essays and dissertation for Science and Religion.

**Effective date**

For students starting from MT 2016

For first examination from 2016-17

**Location of change**

In *Examination Regulations* online, Master of Studies in Theology ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/mostudintheo/](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/mostudintheo/))

**Detail of change**

1.107 VI. SCIENCE AND RELIGION

1.108 A and B (essays and dissertation) as above. In proposing titles for essays and the dissertation, candidates should explain in which pieces of work they will demonstrate competence in (a) exploring a historical debate in which scientific and religious issues are involved; (b) exploring a philosophical debate with a bearing on the discussion of science and religion; (c) analysing a contemporary issue on the interface between science and religion.

1.109 C (the written examination) is on topics in Science and Religion. In proposing titles for essays and the dissertation, candidates should explain in which pieces of work they will demonstrate competence in (a) exploring a historical debate in which scientific and religious issues are involved; (b) exploring a philosophical debate with a bearing on the discussion of science and religion; (c) analysing a contemporary issue on the interface between science and religion.
Explanatory Notes

The regulations governing essay and dissertation title proposals for the MSt in Theology (Science and Religion) have previously been provided in the section relating to the written examination. It was agreed to move the regulations concerned to the section relating to essays and dissertation in order to clarify the assessment requirements for the course.